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This note gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
cogenerating sets in fairly general categories admitting a certain generating set. In 
particular, the locally &,-representable categories in the sense of Gabriel and Ulmer 
and all quasi-varieties of finitary universal algebras are included. If these categories 
have enough injectives they also have to contain a cogenerating set. Further 
relations between injectivity and cogenerating sets are studied and some known 
results are derived as easy corollaries. 
INTRODUCTION 
Injective objects are known to play an important part in commutative and 
homological algebra: categories of modules (cf. Eckmann and Schopf [13]) 
and, more generally, Grothendieck categories with a generator (cf. Grothen- 
dieck [ 181) have (enough) injectiue objects, and this roughly means that one 
has good extension properties for homomorphisms (cf. also Maranda [24] 
and Fakir [ 141). The same is true in many categories of topological spaces, 
for instance, for compact spaces, for compact metric spaces and for Banach 
spaces. In these categories the needed injective objects can be built up by 
products of a cogenerator or, more generally, a cogenerating set of objects. 
On the one hand, this means that the whole category can be obtained by 
forming subobjects of products of a single object or, at least, of a (small) set 
of objects, and on the other hand, this implies that, roughly, one can prove 
(right) adjointness of functors by just proving preservation of (inverse) 
limits. 
For general categories only a few results are known: One has a necessary 
condition for the existence of cogenerators, namely, that there can be only a 
set of non-isomorphic simple objects and was, thereby, able to prove criteria 
for the non-existence of cogenerating sets (cf. Isbell [20], Pareigis and 
Sweedler 1261, BGrger 191). About injectivity one knows more, namely, a 
very general (non-abelian) criterion for the existence of injective hulls (a 
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property which is stronger than to have enough injectives), due to 
Banaschewski [2, 31. But this seems to be known more to universal 
algebraists than to category theorists; there is no standard book on Category 
Theory mentioning it. 
In this paper we prove a general criterion for the existence of cogenerating 
sets which is, up to minor completeness and smallness assumptions, 
applicable to all categories admitting a certain generating set, in particular, 
to well-powered locally EC,,-presentable categories in the sense of Gabriel and 
Ulmer [ 161 and, therefore, to all quasi-varieties of (linitary) universal 
algebras. The tool to get it is just to transform Birkhoff’s famous Subdirect 
Representation Theorem (cf. [S]) from Universal Algebra into this general 
context: it is proved here that residual smallness, i.e., to have only a set of 
non-isomorphic subdirectly irreducible objects, is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for having a cogenerating set. Residual smallness is implied by the 
property that each object admits only a set of non-isomorphic essential 
extensions, and this property is, on the other hand, necessary for the 
category to have enough injective objects. The latter, therefore, implies the 
existence of a cogenerating set; this was known in the case of a Grothendieck 
category with generator. 
The relations between different notions of injectivity utilized in the 
literature and the existence of cogenerating sets are studied in more detail. In 
particular, a careful analysis of Banaschewski’s result [3] is given, and the 
results on the existence of injective hulls in coregular categories due to Barr 
[7] are very strongly generalized. Figure 1 gives a quick survey of what is 
done for general categories in this paper. Its precise meaning is explained by 
the following: 
GLOSSARY. Let .& be a category containing a fixed class H of 
morphisms satisfying the general (mild) assumptions of Section 5. We then 
have: 
(1) All the implications denoted by solid arrows are valid. 
(2) If M satisfies the .H-chain condition (cf. Section 2), the 
implications denoted by dashed arrows are valid. 
(3) If .& contains a chain-faithful generating set (cf. Section 4), the 
implication denoted by the dotted arrow is valid. 
All implications hold for &’ being a well-powered &,-presentable category 
and .H being the class of monomorphisms, hence, in particular for .d being 
a quasi-variety of tinitary universal algebras. For varieties, the six conditions 
marked by “v” are known to be equivalent (cf. Taylor 1291 and 
Banaschewski and Nelson [6]). 
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1. SUBDIRECTLY IRREDUCIBLE OBJECTS 
AND NON-EXISTENCE OF COGENERATING SETS 
It has been observed long before by Isbell [20] that, in the case of groups, 
the existence of arbitrarily large simple objects prohibits the existence of a 
cogenerating set. Pareigis and Sweedler [26] used this method to prove the 
non-existence of cogenerators for other pointed categories, in particular for 
Lie-algebras, Hopf-algebras and cocommutative Hopf-algebras. Some non- 
pointed categories like semigroups, monoids, rings, and fields, which fail to 
have a cogenerating set were considered by Borger 191. In the following it is 
shown by a very general approach that one can consider the bigger class of 
subdirectly irreducible objects instead of simple objects; this observation 
turns out to be useful later on. 
Throughout Sections l-4 we are working within a fixed category .v3 (with 
small horn-classes), in which we consider an arbitrary class OH of morphisms 
such that .A contains all isomorphisms, .M is closed under composition with 
isomorphisms, and M fulfils the condition that for f, g E A with fg = f 
necessarily g has to be an isomorphism.’ 
DEFINITION. (I) An object T is called preterminal, if for any two 
parallel morphisms x, y: X + T one has x = y. 
(2) A morphism c: B + C is called constant, if for any two parallel 
morphisms x, y: X + B one has cx = cy. 
(3) An object S is called M-simple, if S is not preterminal and if any 
morphism with domain S is constant or belongs to .J. 
(4) S is called .H-subdirectly irreducible, if there are an object X and 
two different morphisms x, y: X-+ S, such that any morphism f with domain 
S and fx # fy belongs to l. 
The prefix ..X is omitted, if .X is the class of all monomorphisms. 
Remarks. (1) That the above definition coincides with the usual concept 
of subdirect irreducibility is explained below in Section 4 (Remark (1) after 
Proposition 2). We have chosen this probably more technical version in 
order to minimize the needed assumptions in the succeeding lemmas. 
(2) Obviously, no preterminal object is &-subdirectly irreducible, but 
any N-simple object is @-subdirectly irreducible (but not vice versa). 
That the existence of a proper class of non-isomorphic .M-subdirectly 
irreducible objects prohibits the existence of a cogenerating set c% of objects 
I The last condition is automatic for any class. /Y of monomorphisms. It comes firstly into 
play in Lemma 8. 
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(which has, by definition, the property that for any two different morphisms 
x, y: X+ Y one has a C E @ and a morphism f: Y -+ C with fx #fy) can 
now be stated by the trivial 
LEMMA 1 (cf. (26, Lemma 1 I). Let .&’ have a cogenerating set, and let 
.& be H-well-powered (i.e., every object has only a set of .M-subobjects2). 
Then .d contains, up to isomorphisms, only a set of .H-subdirectly 
irreducible objects and, ‘especially, only a set of .,&simple objects. 
ProoJ Let S be .l-subdirectly irreducible and choose x, y: X+ S as in 
the above definition. Then one gets an object C in the cogenerating set % 
and f: S + C with fx # fy whence f is in H. The N-subdirectly irreducible 
objects therefore appear as [-subobjects of the elements of the set ‘F. 1 
DEFINITION. Adopting the terminology of Universal Algebra (cf. Taylor 
[29j, Banaschewski and Nelson [6]) we call J&’ to be residually J-small, if 
.rJ contains only a set of non-isomorphic &j’-subdirectly irreducible objects. 
Remark. Despite the fact that Pareigis and Sweedler (261 work within 
pointed categories admitting coequalizers the above lemma is stronger than 
theirs, since they are dealing with cogenerators (=cogenerating sets which 
are singletons) and with simple objects instead of subdirectly irreducible 
objects. But it was already mentioned by Taylor [29] that there are examples 
of varieties, due to McKenzie and Burris respectively, that a variety even 
with only two non-isomorphic simple objects need not be residually small 
and that a variety with a cogenerating set need not have a cogenerator. 
2. ESSENTIAL MORPHISMS AND RESIDUAL SMALLNESS 
As residual .&-smallness is (in the presence of .&-well-poweredness) a 
necessary condition for the existence of a cogenerating set we now look for 
sufficient conditions for residual smallness. N-essential extensions play an 
important part here; recall that an &7-morphism m is M-essential, if any f 
with fm E ,@ belongs to R itself. The class of all d-essential morphisms is 
denoted by .J?*. .H*-co-well-poweredness, that is the property that each 
object admits only a set of .&essential extensions (up to isomorphisms), is 
known to be important in the classical case of Abelian categories. Here we 
prove: 
LEMMA 2. Let .H consist of monomorphisms only. Assume that there is 
a class 8 of .cP-morphisms such that any f E .&factorizes as f = me, e E ip, 
*We are speaking of X-subobjects, X-extensions, etc., although the a-morphisms need 
not be manic. 
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m E .M, and L&’ is 8’-co-well-powered. Assume, furthermore, that S’ has a 
generating set F such that, for each G E F’, a (weak) copower G u G exists. 
Then A*-co-well-poweredness implies residual J-smallness of &. 
Proof For every .k-subdirectly irreducible S one can choose a G E .Z 
and different morphisms g, h: G + S such that any J S --) A with fg ffh is 
an M-morphism. With i,j being canonical injections one has a t: G u G + S 
with ti = g, tj = h, which can be (8, d-factorized again: t = me. We show 
m E. ,aY*. Assume fm E .~R; since fg =fh would imply fmei = fmej, hence 
ei = ej and so g = h, we have immediately f E .H. Therefore we have proved 
that the H-subdirectly irreducible objects appear as .J*-extensions of P- 
quotients of twofold copowers of objects of .V’. I 
We will now describe H*-co-well-poweredness by properties which are 
closely related to the existence of (enough) .H-injective objects (see the next 
section). First we introduce some phrases which turn out to be convenient. 
DEFINITION. (1) x2 has H-bounds, if for any small (non-void) family 
(m,: X+ Xi), of .H-morphisms there is an H-morphism m: X-r Y which 
factorizes over all mi. 
(2) M’ is J-essentially bounded,3 if, for any object X, there is a small 
family (m,: X+ Xi), of A-morphisms such that for any J-essential 
morphism n: X+ Y there is at least one index i and a morphism h with 
mi = hn. 
(3) .d fultils Banaschewski’s H-condition,4 if for every m E. I there 
is a morphism g E .d with gm E d*. 
(4) ,oP fulfils the .,&chain condition, if for every small well-ordered 
chain Lo: A + 4JaG4<A with all fan E .X (and, of course, f,, = 1 and 
fs, fee = f,,) there is an “upper bound” (h,: X, + Y)o<, with h, E, I (and 
h, f,o = h,). 
Remarks. (1) Up to the existence of colimits the existence of. H-bounds 
means that generalized pushouts of .M’s belong to &H, provided .H is left- 
cancellable, that is, fm E .H only if m E .A. Existence of ./-bounds is a 
weakening of the generalized .M-amalgamation property (cf. [ 30]), that is, in 
the above definition (1) m factorizes over all mt’s by 1’s. (See also the 
Remark following Lemma 6.) (2) The meaning of the other notions 
introduced above will become clearer by the succeeding lemmas. But note 
that the .M-chain condition corresponds to Grothendieck’s axiom Ab5. 
3 This definition is due to R. Biirger. 
4 In [3 1, this is just condition (E3). 
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LEMMA 3. d*-co-well-poweredness implies ./-essential boundedness. 
Vice versa, let .H consist of monomorphisms only; then, if .x2 is M-well- 
powered and Y-essentially bounded, .d is &+-co-well-powered. 
Prooj: The first part is clear. Vice versa, for X E J, choose a suitable 
family (mi: X+ Xi),. Then, for each n: X -+ Y in ,X*, there are i E I and 
h E .d with hn = m, E. d, whence h E, H, Since N contains 
monomorphisms only, in that way each .N-essential extension of .$:‘ is deter- 
mined by an R-subobject of some Xi, and there is only a set of those. 1 
Remarks. (1) The existence of (enough) .&-injective objects (see the 
next section) trivially implies H-essential boundedness. Therefore, Lemmas 2 
and 3 show that, under mild conditions on .&, residual H-smallness is not 
only a necessary condition for .d to contain a cogenerating set but also to 
have H-injective objects. That is why the categories mentioned at the 
beginning of Section 1 fail to have 4.injective objects. 
(2) As was observed by Klein [22] the possibility to embed free 
groups properly into simple groups (which includes the fact that one has a 
proper class of simple objects and prohibits residual smallness) gives, 
positively, a categorical reason for the non-existence of any non-trivial 
injective groups. 
We conclude this section by the following generalization of Barr’s [7, 
Proposition 21: 
LEMMA 4. Assume that there is a class B of .54-epimorphisms such that 
~2 has (8, J)factorizations, &’ is &?-co-well-powered, and the (&,M)- 
diagonalization property holds; i.e., any commutative diagram 
-r 
2 P 
m  
with e E Y and m E. R has a unique “diagonal” d with de = f and md = g. 
The H-chain condition then implies Banaschewski’s .&Y-condition. 
Proof: For m: X0 + X, being in ,,H, consider a representative set of 8- 
morphisms with domain X, such that the composition with m still belongs to 
R. Let (.L:K + TJ0<aG4<A be any well-ordered chain in this set. We 
then can find a bound (h,: X, + Y), < A of the prolonged chain (&JaGOCA 
with JO0 =finm and h,,EJ. Let h, = m,e, be an (a,J)-factorization. 
Because of h, = h, m E J one has e, m E &, because of the diagonalization 
property, from h, = h,f,, one gets morphisms d, with d,f,, = e, 
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representing e, as an upper bound. Zorn’s Lemma gives a maximal element e 
which easily turns out to have the property that em is .H-essential. I 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN INJECTIVITY AND COGENERATING SETS 
Recall that an .d-injective eflucement (cf. 1331) is an .&morphism 
U: X-+ I such that every diagram 
Y-Z m 
with m E .H can be completed to a commutative square by a morphism 
Z + I; if this property is assumed to hold only for f = 1, we call u a focal 
H-injective effacement. An object I is called H-injective (an H-absolute 
retract resp.) if the identity morphism on I is an H-injective effacement (a 
local H’-injective effacement resp.). An H-injective hull of an object X is an 
H-essential morphism u: X -+ I with Z being H-injective. 
DEFINITION. (1) The category .c9 has H-injective hulls ( N-injective 
objects; H-absolute retracts; H-injective effacements; local H-injective 
effacements resp.), if for any object X there is an .&-morphism u: X-+ Z with 
u being an &7-injective hull (Z being .H-injective; I being an .,&absolute 
retract; u being an H-injective effacement; u being a local H-injective 
effacement resp). 
(2) .w’ is said to satisfy the H-transferability property, if for all 
fE .ip and m E. 4 with common domain there is a commutative diagram 
with uE.H. 
The prefix .H is omitted for .A being the class of all monomorphisms. 
Remark. The notion of .k-transferability is used by universal algebraists 
(cf. [ 291) whereas category theorists prefer “, N’s are preserved by pushouts” 
which is the same, provided pushouts exist and .M is left-cancellable. 
The following lemma is fairly well known and easily proved: 
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LEMMA 5. (1) .&has .N-injective objects, if and only if ,GY has .A’- 
absolute retracts and .&’ satisfies the .N-transferability property. 
(2) .Q?’ has H-injective effacements, if and only tf ~4 has local H- 
injective effacements and / ~8 satisfies the I-transferability property. 
(3) If .d has local H-injective effacements, then .d has M-bounds 
and .ri is ./Y-essentially bounded. The converse proposition holds, too, 
provided .~fulfils Banaschewski’s H-condition. 
The following lemma will also be used later on; it was stated in a 
somewhat different form by Jonsson [2 1, Theorem 1.31. 
LEMMA 6. If .d. satisfies the R-transferability property and the H- 
chain condition, then .d has fl-bounds, provided .N is closed under 
composition. 
Remarks. (1) If the coproduct II m,: LI X+ II Xi of a small family 
(m,: X + Xi), of Kmorphisms is again in #, then the H-transferability 
property also implies the existence of H-bounds (cf. Barr [7, 
Proposition 11). The above lemma is therefore a little bit weaker, since, in 
the presence of the H-transferability property and mild extra conditions, 
stableness under coproducts is implied by the Y-chain condition. 
(2) If direct products exist and if. R is left-cancellable, in Lemma 6 
and in (1) above one can already obtain the generalized H-amalgamation 
property instead of the (weaker) existence of, Y-bounds. Without assuming 
the Y-chain condition one can derive the generalized .H-amalgamation 
property from the existence of H-injective objects. By the way, the 
generalized Y-amalgamation property is essentially weaker than the 
transferability property (as groups show), but it is unknown whether this 
remains true for residully small varieties (cf. GrCtzer [ 17, p. 3971). Further 
relations between injectivity and the amalgamation property can be found in 
Ringel [ 281. 
Local injective effacements can be simply constructed from cogenerating 
sets as the next lemma shows. A set Q of objects is said to be an A- 
cogenerating set (for s’) if all direct products of objects in @ exist and if 
any object A admits some M-morphism A + niel Ci with Ci E 5Y. Up to the 
existence of direct products A-cogenerating means cogenerating for A being 
the class of all monomorphisms. 
LEMMA 7. Let .cP possess an .H-cogenerating set, let .H be left 
cancellable and closed under composition. One then has: 
(1) S? has local A-injective eflacements, t@ S& has A-bounds. 
(2) .M’ has A-injective objects, tfl there exists an A-cogenerating set 
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containing LN-injective objects only, provided .d has direct products and M 
is closed under the formation of direct products. 
Proof: (1) In the presence of M-bounds, for each object X we have to 
construct a local .M-injective effacement u: X + 1. Consider the set (!) H, of 
all morphisms with domain X such that their codomain belongs to %‘. For 
each subset F c H, let E be the induced morphism X + nfEF cod(J). Take u 
to be an H-bound of those Z% which are in .H. For every H-morphism 
m:X -+ Y one now has some. H-morphism n: Y + ni,, Ci. The. H-morphism 
nm factorizes over P with F = {n,nm 1 i E I) (ni projections) such that P 
belongs to. R because of the compositivity and the left-cancellability. On the 
other hand, fl also factorizes over nm and, therefore, u factorizes over m. 
(2) is known and left to the reader. 1 
By Lemma 5(2) and Lemma 7(l) we have obtained the following 
generalization of results due to Leroux [23, Sect. 5, Part A ] and Barr [ 7, 
Theorem A]. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7, .& has, 4-injective 
eflacements, iff .& has .&-bounds and .c9 satisfies the H-transferability 
property. 
3. EXISTENCE OF INJECTIVE HULLS 
Banaschewski [2, 31 has proved a very general existence criterion for 
injective hulls. Since [2] is written in the dual situation and since in [3] the 
criterion is just stated under slightly different conditions (without new 
proofs) we will recall it here briefly deriving it from two lemmas only the 
first of which is easy and fairly well-known (cf. Banaschewski [2, 
Proposition 11 for the dual statement): 
LEMMA 8. Let .d satisfy Banaschewski’s M-condition and let .N be 
closed under composition. An object Z is then an J-absolute retract, iff any 
m E N* with domain Z is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 9. Let .Fp be .&+-co-well-powered, let .M be closed under 
composition, and let .d satisfy the N-chain condition and Banaschewskts 
N-condition. Then .d has ./-absolute retracts. 
Proof. (cf. Banaschewski [2, Proposition 31). For a fixed object A let S 
be a representative system of ./*-extensions of A. Let C be the class of all 
well-ordered chains ( fao: X, -+ X,), G 4 < A with X0 = A, f,, E S and f,,, not 
being an isomorphism for all a < p < A. In order to prove that z is actually a 
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set if &ices to show that the length I of any chain in C is <& R being the 
cardinal number of the set {fE &/3m, n E S: fm = n}: By the M-chain 
condition, choose a suitable family (h,: X, + Y),,n with h, E-J, and by 
Banaschewski’s H-condition, choose g: Y -+ Z with gh, E .H*; without loss 
of generality, we can assume gh, E S. Now, if 1 > k, by definition of R, one 
would have a > j3 with gh, = gh,, hence gh, fao = gh,. But then, by the 
general assumptions on R (cf. Section l), f,, would be an isomorphism. 
The set C is partially ordered by 
and this ordering is obviously inductive. By Zorn’s Lemma, we consider a 
maximal chain (f,o)A and choose g, :=gh, as above. Let us assume that Z 
is not an H-absolute retract. Then, by Lemma 8, there is a z E.H* with 
domain Z being not an isomorphism. Since .X is closed under composition, 
it follows zg, E H*; we can assume zg, E S. If, for any a, zg, would be an 
isomorphism, z would be so, too. Therefore it is possible to prolong the 
chain (fao)A in contradiction to its maximality. 1 
We have proved a little bit more than claimed; namely, for each X E &’ 
there is a morphism u:X+ I in A* with Z being an A-absolute retract. 
From this observation, using Lemmas 5(l) .and 9, one obtains 
Banaschewski’s result [3]. By Lemma 3 we are able to formulate the 
following version which additionally states the necessity of three conditions: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let .w’ be H-well-powered with H containing 
monomorphisms only and being closed under composition, and let .d fulJ1 
the H-chain condition. .d then has Y-injective hulls, if and only tf 
(1) V’ is H*-co-well-powered; 
(2) & satisfies the .X-transferability property; 
(3) XI fulfils Banaschewski’s M-condition. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4 and Proposition 1, 
.w’ has 6injective hulls, sff .d is N’*-co-well-ordered and S/ satisfies the 
d-transferability property. 
The crucial condition in Proposition 1 is .H*-co-well-poweredness. In the 
presence of an N-cogenerating set we are able (by Lemmas 3 and 7(l)) to 
replace this condition by the existence of .M-bounds, and these are obtained 
by the H-chain condition and the M-transferability property (Lemma 6). 
One therefore has the following generalization of Barr’s [7, Theorem C]: 
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumptions of Lemmas 4 and 7 and of 
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Proposition 1, d’ has .M-injective hulls, 13 d satisfies the N-transferability 
property. 
Remarks. (1) Daigneault [11, 121 also proved a general existence 
criterion for injective hulls which, however, assumes much stronger 
conditions than Banaschewki’s [3]. 
(2) There are several categories which can be shown by Proposition 1 
to have injective hulls. The following are mentioned in [2, 3, 5, 121: Abelian 
groups, (left) R-modules, M-sets (for a monoid M), commutative rings with 
xp = x and px = 0 (p prime), commutative monoids with xp = x (p prime), 
partially ordered sets, distributive lattices, Boolean algebras. 
(3) It was pointed out by Banaschewski [4] that also Isbell’s result 
[ 191 can be obtained by Proposition 1: The category of metric spaces and 
metric decreasing maps (=contractions) has .H-injective hulls with .N being 
the class of isometric embeddings. Isbell’s constructive proof, however, also 
yields this fact for compact metric spaces. This resut cannot be obtained by 
Proposition 1 since the .N-chain condition does not hold. Therefore, the .M- 
chain condition is not necessary for the existence of .A-injective hulls. 
(4) Proposition 1 also applies to the category of Banach spaces and 
norm decreasing linear maps (cf. Banaschewski [4]). This category is known 
to have injective hulls’. at least since Cohen’s paper [lo]; the proof given 
there is also non-constructive (Zorn’s Lemma is applied). 
4. GENERALIZATION OF BIRKHOFF'S THEOREM 
Besides Lemma 2, the main tool for proving our existence theorem for 
cogenerating sets is the following generalization of Birkhoffs Subdirect 
Representation Theorem ]S, 171 from varieties of finitary type to (fairly) 
general categories. 
DEFINITION. A generating set .F of .pP is called chain-faithful, if, for any 
G E .Y, any pair of different morphisms x, y: G +X0 and any well-ordered 
chain CL&C + 4dac4<A with &x # foa y for all a there is an upper 
bound (h,: X, -+ Y)a<l with h,x # h, y. 
Remark. Assume that .pP has colimits of well-ordered chains. Then one 
easily proves that .M fulfils the chain condition (see Section 3; here M is the 
class of all monomorphisms), if J&’ contains a chain-faithful generating set. 
The latter holds, if lF4 contains a generating set such that the colimits are 
preserved by the canonical functor &‘+ &M ip, A w  (d’(G, A)),... In 
’ I am indebted to John Isbell who informed me on Phillips’ early paper 127) in which an 
important tool to get this result is already proved. 
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particular, if there exists any faithful right adjoint functor &’ + 8’+z6 
preserving colirnits of chains, then &’ contains a chain-faithful generator. 
Every locally &,-presentable category in the sense of Gabriel and Ulmer 
[ 161 has a chain-faithful generating set. 
PROPOSITION 2 (The (8,. H)-Subdirect Representation Theorem). Besides 
the hypotheses of Lemma 4, assume that .& possesses a chain-faithful 
generating set 3. Then, for every A E ,cP, there is a set-indexed mono-cone 
(fi: A --) SJ, (that is fiu = fiv for all i only if u = v) with all Si being .M- 
subdirectly irreducible and fi E P. 
ProoJ: For a given G E .it and a pair x, y: G + A of different morphisms 
consider a representative set of 8-morphisms with domain A which leave x 
and y different. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4 one shows that there is a 
maximal element f,,,,: A -+ S,,, in this partially ordered set. The (small) 
family (f,,,),,, forms a mono-cone: For every pair of different morphisms u, 
LI:B+A one has GE.? and w:G+B with x:=uw#vw=:y, whence 
fX,ux #f,,, y and then fX,yu f f,,,v follows. It remains to be proved that 
every S,,, is J-subdirectly irreducible: Every g with afX,,x #s;f,,, y can be 
(7, Q-factorized as g = me such that efX,yx # ef,,, y follows. Since 
efX,, E K, by maximality, e has to be an isomorphism. So we get g E&H. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Besides the hypotheses of Proposition 2, assume s&’ to be 
residually H-small. .d then has a cogenerating set (which is given by a 
representative set of. /-subdirectly irreducible objects). 
The corollary was known for the special case of ~2 being a variety of 
finitary algebras: cf. [29, 61. Many examples are given there. 
Remarks. (1) Similarly to parts of the above,proof one easily shows the 
following (more common) characterization of LH-subdirectly irreducible 
objects: If, ti* has a generating set, S E &’ is -H-subdirectly irreducible, iff 
any set-indexed mono-cone with domain S contains an .H-morphism. 
Therefore, if B n. H consists of isomorphisms only, for an .N-subdirectly 
irreducible object S, any “subdirect representation” by a mono-cone 
(fi: S + Bi), with all fi in P is trivial in the sense that there is at least one 
isomorphism fi. 
(2) Let .d be the category of compact Abelian groups which is dually 
equivalent to the category .(sJ of Abelian groups. The sphere S’ E .14 
corresponds to Z E C&&. Since all subgroups of Z are not subdirectly 
irreducible in &‘Jop, 5” has no subdirect representation in &‘. This example 
is due to Wiegandt [32J and shows that Proposition 2 fails if one drops the 
condition that the generating set is chain-faithful. 
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(3) Two Subdirect Representation Theorems are known for categories, 
both being much more restrictive than Proposition 2: Wiegandt [32] is 
dealing with “group like” categories and Vinarek [3 l] is working within 
certain concrete categories admitting a two-point cogenerator. Both theorems 
do not cover Birkhoff’s original result. 
5. CONCLUDING THEOREMS 
For the sake of brevity, let us assume the following (which are satisfied in 
any decent category): 
S/ has small horn-classes, direct products and a generating set g such that 
all two fold copowers G u G, G E 5, exist. Furthermore, d is endowed with 
a factorization system (a, ~7) with classes B of epimorphisms and S H of 
monomorphisms containing all isomorphisms and being closed under 
composition with them such that .sP is X”-co-well-powered, A-co-well-powered 
and the diagonalization property holds (cf Lemma 4). 
Note that necessarily B and .A have to be closed under composition, and 
that .1 has to be left-cancellable and closed under direct products. Note 
furthermore that any complete, well-powered and co-wellpowered category 
admits suitable classes B and .H. 
THEOREM 1. Let the generating set .y be chain-faithful. J/ then has a 
cogenerating set, if and only tf~@’ is residually M-small, and this holds, tfLd 
is .H*-co-well-powered or, a fortiori, & has (local) M-injective effacements. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2 and Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 5 successively. 1 
For .X being the class of all monomorphisms, because of Lemma 7 we 
get: 
COROLLARY 5. Let the generating set .!9 be chain-faithful, and assume 
that for every family (m,: X-+ Xi), of monomorphisms there is a 
monomorphism m: X + Y which factorizes over all mi. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) ~8’ has a cogenerating set. 
(ii) &’ is residually small. 
(iii) Each object of J admits only a set of essential extensions. 
(iv) ,& has local injective eflacements. 
THEOREM 2. Let s@’ possess an .M-cogenerating set, and let the A-chain 
condition be satisfied. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
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(i) .&has H-injective hulls. 
(ii) .&has .N-injective objects. 
(iii) .&possesses an .H-cogenerating set of .M-injective objects. 
(iv) .c9 satisJies the (X-transferability property. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 7 and Corollary 3. 1 
From Theorem 2 we finally get: 
COROLLARY 6. Let the generating set F be chain-faithful and let & 
have colimits of chains. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) .dhas injective hulls. 
(ii) .(i/ has injective objects. 
(iii) .dpossesses a cogenerating set of injective objects. 
(iv) .&satisfies the transferability property, and every object admits 
on(v a set of essential extensions. 
Every well-powered locally &-presentable category and, in particular, 
every quasi-variety of finitary type fulfils the general assumptions of this 
section and the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and Corollary 6. Of course, this 
also holds in the classical case of .d being a Grothendieck category with a 
generator. However, the above theorems do not completely cover Grothen- 
dieck’s [ 181 result that such a category has injective hulls (cf. Freyd [ 15, p. 
1281, Mitchell [25, p. 891). Namely, we have not given any generalization of 
the fact that in a Grothendieck category with generator there are no 
arbitrarily long chains of essential extensions (see Freyd’s “Third proof’ [ 15, 
pp. 130-13 1 I). But we have proved a (far) generalization of a corollary of 
this result (cf. [25, p. 901): 
COROLLARY 7. A Grothendieck category with a generator has an 
injective cogenerator. 
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